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Background

Epidemiological data show that radiation exposure during childhood is associated with larger cancer risks compared with exposure at older ages. For exposures in adulthood, however, the relative risks of radiation-induced cancer in Japanese atomic bomb survivors generally do not decrease monotonically with increasing age of adult exposure. These observations are inconsistent with most standard models of radiation-induced cancer, which predict that relative risks decrease monotonically with increasing age at exposure, at all ages.

Methods

We analyzed observed cancer risk patterns as a function of age at exposure in Japanese atomic bomb survivors by using a biologically based quantitative model of radiation carcinogenesis that incorporates both radiation induction of premalignant cells (initiation) and radiation-induced promotion of premalignant damage. This approach emphasizes the kinetics of radiation-induced initiation and promotion, and tracks the yields of premalignant cells before, during, shortly after, and long after radiation exposure.

Results

Radiation risks after exposure in younger individuals are dominated by initiation processes, whereas radiation risks after exposure at later ages are more influenced by promotion of preexisting premalignant cells. Thus, the cancer site–dependent balance between initiation and promotion determines the dependence of cancer risk on age at radiation exposure. For example, in terms of radiation induction of premalignant cells, a quantitative measure of the relative contribution of initiation vs promotion is 10-fold larger for breast cancer than for lung cancer. Reflecting this difference, radiation-induced breast cancer risks decrease with age at exposure at all ages, whereas radiation-induced lung cancer risks do not.

Conclusion

For radiation exposure in middle age, most radiation-induced cancer risks do not, as often assumed, decrease with increasing age at exposure. This observation suggests that promotional processes in radiation carcinogenesis become increasingly important as the age at exposure increases. Radiation-induced cancer risks after exposure in middle age may be up to twice as high as previously estimated, which could have implications for occupational exposure and radiological imaging.

model (24), the standard two-stage clonal expansion model (4), and multistage extensions of these models (25–27), all predict that ERRs should decrease continuously with increasing age of radiation exposure. This is because they essentially model the effects of radiation-induced initiation—the induction of irreversibly altered premalignant cells—that are frequently equated with a mutational event in a critical gene. As schematized in Figure 2, A, such initiation processes result in a predicted monotonic decrease in risk with increasing age at radiation exposure, because premalignant cells formed at earlier ages have longer times available to exploit their growth advantage during tumorogenesis, and also potentially through the more rapid cellular proliferation rates in children compared with adults (28).

More recent biologically based models of radiation carcinogenesis (3,23,29,30) not only allow ionizing radiation to act as an initiator of premalignant clones but also consider ionizing radiation as a promoter of preexisting premalignant damage. Promotion is the process by which an initiated cell (radiation-induced initiation or otherwise) clonally expands, proportionately increasing the preexisting average number of premalignant stem cells per clone. As discussed above, initiation processes would be expected to result in decreasing excess lifetime cancer risks with increasing ages at exposure. By contrast, as illustrated in Figure 2, B, promotional processes can result in increasing excess lifetime cancer risks with increasing ages at exposure because the number of preexisting premalignant clones on which promotional processes can act increases with age (31). Overall, because initiation effects are expected to dominate radiation-induced premalignant clone production at younger ages at exposure, whereas promotional effects will dominate for older ages at exposure, a combination of these two effects would produce cancer risk patterns as a function of age at exposure that are schematized in Figure 2, C.

In this study, we analyzed radiation-induced cancer risks as a function of age at radiation exposure of Japanese atomic bomb survivors (1,5,6). Because these data are prima facie inconsistent with a standard initiation-based model predicting monotonically decreasing radiation risks with increasing age at exposure (Figure 1), our primary goal was to assess whether these data are consistent with a model of radiation-induced cancer that includes both initiation and promotion (23,30) components (Figure 2). Then, we used such a combined model to estimate age-dependent lifetime radiation-induced cancer risks after adult radiation exposure and compared these risk estimates with those generated from standard

### CONTEXT AND CAVEATS

**Prior knowledge**

Standard models and epidemiological data have suggested the patterns of radiological cancer risk observed for exposures in childhood and young adulthood, in which the excess cancer risks decrease with increasing age at exposure, continue for exposure in middle age. However, the weight of epidemiological evidence suggests that for adult exposures, radiation-induced cancer risks do not generally decrease with increasing age at exposure.

**Study design**

A biologically based quantitative model of radiation carcinogenesis that incorporates both radiation induction of premalignant cells (ie, initiation) and radiation-induced promotion of premalignant damage was used to investigate the biological plausibility of observed cancer risk patterns as a function of age at exposure in Japanese atomic bomb survivors.

**Contribution**

A model of radiation-induced cancer that uses realistic parameters and includes both initiation, which dominates at younger ages, and promotion, which dominates at older exposure ages, reproduced the observed cancer risk patterns as a function of age at exposure for the six analyzed cancers, as well as that of all cancers combined.

**Implications**

Radiation-induced cancer risks after exposure in middle age may be up to twice as high as previously estimated.

**Limitations**

There were large statistical uncertainties associated with the underlying data from the atomic bomb survivors. Other interpretations of the risk patterns modeled here (besides reflecting the influence of tumor initiation and promotion on radiation carcinogenesis) are possible.

---

**Figure 1.** Excess relative risks (ERRs) per Gy for cancer incidence in Japanese atomic bomb survivors as a function of age at radiation exposure. ERRs were estimated at an attained age of 80 years and sex averaged, except for female breast cancer. Solid cancers refers to all primary malignant tumors excluding hematopoietic cancers. The data points are derived from Walsh (5) and Little (6) and the error bars represent 90% confidence intervals. The curves represent fits to the ERR data using the quantitative mechanistic model (23) described in the text and the parameters detailed in Table 1.
competing risks. Lifetime risk shown in (c). Cancer risk as a function of age at exposure; the downturn in excess risks. Initiation and promotion result in very different variations in risks. Promotion to act upon, are expected to have larger promotion-driven risks. Irradiated at older ages, when there are more premalignant cells for normal cells. Initiated cells have longer to exploit their growth advantage over normal cells. Excess risk per year due to radiation initiation; for an exposure at a younger age, initiated cells have longer to exploit their growth advantage over normal cells. Excess risk per year due to radiation promotion; people irradiated at older ages, when there are more premalignant cells for promotion to act upon, are expected to have larger promotion-driven risks. Excess lifetime risks due to radiation-induced initiation and promotion. Initiation and promotion result in very different variations in cancer risk as a function of age at exposure; the downturn in excess lifetime risk shown in (C) for very old ages at exposure is due mainly to competing risks.

empirical models in which radiation risks are constrained to decrease with increasing age at exposure.

Methods

Biological Model

A primary goal of this analysis was to assess whether an observed pattern of radiation-induced cancer risks that do not decrease monotonically with increasing age at exposure (see Figure 1) is biologically plausible. On basis of the considerations described above (Figure 2), we hypothesized that a sharp decrease in cancer risk with increasing age at childhood exposure, and a flatter dependence on age at exposure for adult exposures, could potentially be consistent with a model of radiation-induced cancer that includes both initiation and promotion components (23,30).

Multistage initiation and promotion models of carcinogenesis originated many decades ago in the field of chemical carcinogenesis (32–34). To apply these concepts to the Japanese atomic bomb survivor data, we have used a quantitative biologically motivated model of radiation carcinogenesis that has been described (30) and applied (23) previously. This approach emphasizes the different kinetics of radiation-induced initiation and promotion and tracks the yields of premalignant cells before, during, shortly after, and long after radiation exposure.

Brief details of the mathematical formalism are summarized in Appendix, and further details are available elsewhere (30). Briefly, the model integrates analyses of processes that operate during irradiation with those that operate on longer time scales before and after exposure. The model assumes that normal organ-specific stem cells, which reside in compartments generically called niches (35), can undergo initiation to a premalignant state, either spontaneously or by radiation, and can then undergo transformation into fully malignant cells that can eventually form tumors. Of importance here is that radiation is also assumed to have the potential to increase the mean number of premalignant cells per niche (ie, promotion). The model used here (30) tracks the average number of initiated niches filled with premalignant cells and the average number of premalignant cells per initiated niche. In earlier work (23), we have shown that this model can reproduce the main dose-dependent features of radiation-induced second cancers after radiotherapy.

Because our goal here was to analyze cancer risks after relatively low-dose radiation exposures, we did not consider the effects of cell killing, and this simplification resulted in a model with fewer parameters than typically required for high-dose (radiotherapy) applications. This simplified model has three parameters that characterize the age dependence of the background (ie, radiation-independent) cancer risk, and three parameters that together describe the short- and long-term radiation-induced modulations of these cancer risks.

The three background cancer risk parameters, which can be determined by the known age dependence of cancer incidence in the population of interest, describe spontaneous stem cell initiation and subsequent malignant transformation (parameter $a$), premalignant niche replication (parameter $b$), and effects of age on premalignant niches (parameter $c$), such as reduced proliferation rates, reduced background malignant transformation rates, and/or elevated death rates.

The three radiation-related parameters characterize the dose dependence of the initiation (parameter $X$) and promotion (parameter $Y$) processes and the homeostatic regulation of the number of premalignant stem cells per niche (parameter $\delta$). Thus, the ratio $XY$, although not an independent parameter, characterizes the relative yield of radiation-induced premalignant cells produced through initiation vs promotion processes.

As in most such analyses, the lag period ($L$) from the appearance of the first fully malignant cell until the appearance of a cancer is fixed at a given time; here, the lag period was 10 years. Sensitivity analyses indicated that varying this value altered the best-fit parameter estimates somewhat, but did not markedly alter the quality of the model fit (23).
**Analyzed Dataset**

We analyzed ERRs of cancer incidence as a function of age at exposure within the Life Span Study cohort of the Japanese atomic bomb survivors (1,5,6). The data were estimated for an attained age of 80 years. The atomic bomb survivors have been studied extensively for many decades, both in terms of cancer incidence (1) and cancer mortality (2); the data that have been acquired serve as the principal source of quantitative information about radiation-induced carcinogenesis at low and intermediate radiation doses, in that these data are based on long-term follow-up of a large healthy population, including all ages and both sexes, that was exposed to a wide range of radiation doses. The ERR data analyzed here were for all solid cancers combined (all first primary malignant tumors excluding hematopoietic cancers) and, individually, for cancers of the liver, colon, lung, breast, stomach, and bladder. The six individual cancer sites were chosen as being the most common radiogenic solid cancer sites.

**Model Fitting and Parameter Estimation**

The model parameters that determine background cancer incidence (parameters \( a, b \), and \( c \)) were estimated for each tumor type by fitting the model (equation 1, see Appendix) to cancer incidence data for Japanese atomic bomb survivors who received very low radiation doses (<5 mSv); these data, stratified by cancer type and age at exposure, were taken from Preston et al. (1). Fitting the data further stratified by attained age and sex (D. L. Preston, Hirosoft International Corporation, personal communication) made almost no difference in the parameter estimates. Fitting the model to the cancer incidence data was performed by using a random-restart simulated annealing algorithm (36). On the basis of earlier results (23), and to minimize the number of free parameters, the premalignant niche replication rate (\( b \)) was fixed at 0.2 y\(^{-1}\) for all analyzed cancers; this restriction did not substantially change the quality of the model fits.

The radiation-specific model parameters (\( \delta, X, Y \), and \( f \)) were estimated by fitting the model (equation 2, see Appendix) to the published ERR results (5,6) for the incidence of each selected tumor type in Japanese atomic bomb survivors at different ages of exposure (\( T \)). These ERRs were sex averaged (except that for female breast cancer), and normalized for an attained age of 80 years. We focused on the data for all malignant solid cancers combined, as well as for six individual tumor types that are known to be among the most radiogenic (ie, stomach, bladder, liver, breast, lung, and colon). On the basis of earlier results (23) and to further simplify the model, we fixed the parameter \( \delta \), which describes the homeostatic regulation of the number of premalignant stem cells per niche, to plausible values (0.00–0.05 y\(^{-1}\)); this restriction did not change the quality of the model fits substantially.

 Ninety-five percent confidence intervals (CIs) were generated for each of the four freely adjustable parameters (\( a, c, X, Y \), and \( f \)) by fitting the model to multiple synthetic datasets produced by Monte Carlo simulation (37).

**Radiation Risk Estimation in a Western Population as a Function of Age at Exposure**

Finally, we used the model-fitted estimated age-dependent ERR results in atomic bomb survivors, along with sporadic (non–radiation related) cancer incidence data for the US population, to estimate absolute lifetime radiation-induced cancer risks per unit radiation dose in the US population, as a function of age at exposure. Our motivation was to compare these results with the corresponding risk estimates in which an increasing ERR with increasing age at exposure was not permitted as, for example, in the recent BEIR-VII report (14) of health risks after exposure to low doses of ionizing radiation.

Apart from this assumption made in the BEIR-VII report about radiation risks as a function of age at exposure, the datasets and methodologies used in the current analysis were largely the same as those used in the BEIR-VII risk estimates: Radiation risks were estimated in the US population based on modifying those in the atomic bomb survivors, typically by using a weighted average of 70% ERR and 30% excess absolute risk. For this calculation, the age-dependent survival function \( S(T) \) for the Japanese atomic bomb survivors was taken from Preston et al. (1), and the corresponding function for the US population was taken from standard US life tables (38). The background model parameters for the US population were estimated as previously described (23) by fitting equation 1 (see Appendix) to contemporary US cancer incidence data from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results database (39). Ninety-five percent confidence intervals for the resulting absolute radiation risk estimates were estimated using standard Monte Carlo techniques (37), which involve multiple sampling from the distribution of the model parameters.

**Results**

**Model Fit to Age-Dependent Cancer Risks in Atomic Bomb Survivors**

We first fit the ERR data (5,6) (Figure 1) for atomic bomb survivors, as a function of age at exposure, to the mechanistic model (23,30) summarized here. The results, also shown in Figure 1, indicated that the model can indeed provide a good description of the observed dependencies of radiation-induced cancer risk on age at exposure. This was the case both for all malignant solid cancers combined and for the six individual radiogenic cancers analyzed here.

The estimated parameter values and 95% confidence intervals are given in Table 1. The model includes only two radiation-related free parameters for each site, one characterizing the dose dependence of the radiation-induced initiation process \( X \), and the other representing the dose dependence of radiation-related promotional processes \( Y \). The absolute values of these two radiation-related parameters are of the same order as those estimated in an analysis of radiotherapy-induced second cancers (23). The ratio of these two parameters, \( X/Y \), is a measure of the yield of premalignant cells produced by the two processes, initiation and promotion, and thus, the value of \( X/Y \) for different sites provides an insight into the relative importance of initiation vs promotion for different tumor sites. For example, for radiation-induced breast cancer, \( X/Y \) is approximately 35 years, indicating that initiation dominates promotion in terms of the radiation-associated production of premalignant clones, whereas for lung cancer, \( X/Y \) is approximately 3.5 years, indicating a more even balance between the two processes. These site-specific differences are reflected in the shape of the age–response curves shown in Figure 1: Thus, for
example, radiation-induced breast cancer risks do monotonically decrease with age at exposure, indicating the dominance of initiation; by contrast, radiation-induced lung cancer risks do not monotonically decrease with increasing age at exposure, and, in fact, increase in middle age, reflecting the increased importance of promotion.

Radiation Risk Estimates in a Western Population as a Function of Age at Exposure

Using the methodology described above, we next used the model-fitted estimated age-dependent ERR results, along with sporadic cancer incidence data in the US population, to estimate absolute lifetime radiation-induced cancer risks per unit radiation dose in the US population, as a function of age at exposure. These estimates are shown in Figure 3 and Table 2. As in the BEIR-VII report (14), and to facilitate comparisons, all values were divided by a dose and dose-rate effectiveness factor of 1.5. Typical 95% confidence intervals for these estimates, based on Monte Carlo simulations, are also illustrated in Figure 3 for all solid cancers combined. The stepwise lines in Figure 3 represent the corresponding absolute lifetime radiation-induced cancer risk estimates taken from the 2007 National Academy of Sciences BEIR-VII report (14), which are largely derived from the same underlying atomic bomb survivor data as used here except that the BEIR-VII data analysis was constrained such that the ERRs could not increase with increasing age at exposure.

It should be noted that the absolute radiation-associated excess cancer risk estimates shown by the curves in Figure 3 as a function of age at exposure have essentially the same shape as the relative risk curves for atomic bomb survivors shown in Figure 1. Thus, for example, the excess lifetime cancer risks for all solid cancers combined and for five of the six most radiogenic cancers (the exception being breast cancer) decreases with increasing age at radiation exposure through childhood and through to exposure at approximately age 20 years but then slowly increases for older ages at.
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**Figure 3.** Estimates of absolute lifetime radiation-induced cancer risks (per 0.1 Gy per 100,000 persons), as a function of age at exposure. The smooth curves, results of this analysis, are predicted absolute radiation-induced lifetime cancer risks in a US population as a function of age of exposure; the shaded band represents the 95% confidence intervals, estimated with Monte Carlo simulations described in the text. The step-wise lines represent estimates of the same absolute lifetime radiation-induced cancer risks taken from table 12D-1 of the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation-VII report (14); these latter estimates were based on analysis of essentially the same datasets as the current analysis, but with the constraint that the excess relative risk was not permitted to increase with increasing age at exposure.
exposure up to approximately age 60 years. By contrast, the estimated excess lifetime risk of radiation-induced breast cancer decreases monotonically with increasing age at radiation exposure, as discussed above. As expected, the excess lifetime cancer risks for exposures at still older ages (>60 years) decreases (40), mainly because of competing risks.

**Discussion**

For individuals exposed to radiation in middle age, standard models and evaluations of radiological cancer risk (13,14) have suggested the patterns of risk observed for exposures in childhood and young adulthood, in which the excess cancer risks decrease with increasing age at exposure, are maintained for exposure in middle age. However, as discussed below, the weight of epidemiological evidence now suggests that, for adult exposures, radiation-induced cancer risks do not generally decrease with increasing age at exposure. Here we have investigated whether this pattern of radiation-induced cancer risks that do not decrease monotonically with increasing age at exposure, as observed in the atomic bomb survivors (see Figure 1), is biologically plausible. We have shown that a model of radiation-induced cancer that uses realistic parameters and includes both initiation and promotion components (23,30) can reproduce the observed dependencies of radiation-induced cancer risks as a function of age at exposure, both for individual cancers as well as for all cancers combined. This is because initiation, which dominates at younger ages, results in risks that decrease with increasing age at exposure, whereas promotion, which dominates at older exposure ages, does not (Figure 2). Thus, different balances between initiation and promotion (the ratio of parameters \(X\) and \(Y\) in Table 1) will produce different dependencies of radiation risk as a function of age at exposure.

We conclude that the observed patterns of radiation-induced cancer risks as a function of age of exposure are not consistent with standard models of radiation carcinogenesis in which radiation solely initiates premalignant cells but are consistent with models of radiation carcinogenesis that include both radiation-induced initiation and promotion. This conclusion is conceptually important because many commonly used biologically based models of radiation-induced carcinogenesis, such as various derivatives of the original Armitage–Doll model (24,27), describe only the initiating component of radiation carcinogenesis, and do not describe potential radiation-induced promotional effects. More recently, however, several investigators have also published mechanistically based models of radiation-induced carcinogenesis that consider, in effect, both radiation-induced initiation and promotion (3,29).

Our second goal was to use an initiation- and promotion-based model, with radiation parameters estimated from fitting the atomic bomb survivor ERR data, to generate absolute lifetime radiation-induced cancer risks per unit dose in the US population, as a function of age at exposure. The results, summarized in Figure 3, suggest that the radiation-related cancer risk for an exposure at, for example, age 50 years, could be twice as high as estimated using standard models in which radiation-induced cancer risks are constrained such that the ERRs cannot increase with increasing age at exposure.

Practically speaking, there could be considerable societal consequences if the excess lifetime cancer risks for radiation exposure in middle age are somewhat higher than previously estimated, for example, in the recent BEIR-VII (14) or International Commission on Radiological Protection (13) reports. The majority of the radiation exposures in the population, both medical and occupational radiation exposures, occur in individuals who are older than 30 years (41). The relevant regulatory occupational exposure limits for ionizing radiation are derived almost entirely from analyses of atomic bomb survivors who were exposed in adulthood (13,42–44). Thus, an increase in the best estimate of the excess lifetime cancer risk after radiation exposure in middle age might be reflected in a corresponding change in occupational radiation exposure limits. The practical implications of such a change would probably not be wide ranging because it is unusual for radiation workers to be exposed to doses close to the regulatory limits; however, there could be implications for those activities in which individuals are occasionally exposed to doses near these limits, such as for staff in interventional radiology facilities (45) or for some emergency responder scenarios (46).

A far more common source of radiation exposure in middle age is from diagnostic radiology (41). The medically related component of the US population exposure to ionizing radiation has increased sixfold in the past three decades (47), mostly because of the rapid increase in computerized tomography (CT) imaging (48). The most common ages at which individuals undergo CT examinations are approximately 35 to 50 years (49). When a CT scan is medically warranted, its benefits far outweigh any radiation risk.
risks, so that even increasing the estimated risks by a factor of 2 would not materially affect the risk–benefit balance (48). However, the risk–benefit balance is potentially relevant for CT-based screening of asymptomatic “healthy” adults. Specifically, routine CT screening of the colon (50,51), lung (52–55), and heart (56–58) are increasingly being advocated. Lung and cardiac CT screening are of particular relevance here because in both cases, the most important organ in terms of radiation risk is the lung, and we have shown here that there is good evidence (Figures 1 and 3) that the excess lifetime risks of lung cancer do not decrease in middle age and indeed may peak at around age 50 years, the most likely age for individuals to undergo CT screening.

This study has several limitations, the primary one being the statistical uncertainties associated with the underlying data (5,6) from the atomic bomb survivors (see error bars in Figure 1). As can be seen in Figure 1, because the data are stratified by age at exposure, the individual confidence intervals are quite wide, particularly when further stratification by cancer site is made. Little (6) has shown that the data for all solid cancers combined, as shown in Figure 1, are inconsistent with an ERR that decreases monotonically with increasing age at exposure. Although data for cancer mortality are not analyzed here, similar empirical conclusions have been reached for the variation in radiation-induced cancer mortality with age at radiation exposure (6). The corresponding atomic bomb survivor data for individual cancer sites (Figure 1) did not reach statistical significance, which is not surprising given the decreased statistical power (6) but, as shown in Figure 1, the same trends, for adult exposure (radiation risks not monotonically decreasing with increasing age at adult exposure), were consistently seen for liver, colon, lung, stomach, and bladder, but not for breast cancer. A recently detailed analysis of combined radiation and smoking effects among atomic bomb survivors (59) strongly suggests that the observed increase in ERR with age at exposure for lung cancer is present irrespective of smoking status. This same pattern of ERR with increasing age at adult exposure has been reached for the variation in radiation-induced cancer mortality with age at radiation exposure (6). The corresponding atomic bomb survivor data for individual cancer sites (Figure 1) did not reach statistical significance, which is not surprising given the decreased statistical power (6) but, as shown in Figure 1, the same trend, for adult exposure (radiation risks not monotonically decreasing with increasing age at adult exposure), were consistently seen for liver, colon, lung, stomach, and bladder, but not for breast cancer. A recently detailed analysis of combined radiation and smoking effects among atomic bomb survivors (59) strongly suggests that the observed increase in ERR with age at exposure for lung cancer is present irrespective of smoking status. This same pattern has been reached for the variation in radiation-induced cancer mortality with age at radiation exposure (6). The corresponding atomic bomb survivor data for individual cancer sites (Figure 1) did not reach statistical significance, which is not surprising given the decreased statistical power (6) but, as shown in Figure 1, the same trend, for adult exposure (radiation risks not monotonically decreasing with increasing age at adult exposure), were consistently seen for liver, colon, lung, stomach, and bladder, but not for breast cancer. A recently detailed analysis of combined radiation and smoking effects among atomic bomb survivors (59) strongly suggests that the observed increase in ERR with age at exposure for lung cancer is present irrespective of smoking status.

Appendix: Summary of the Mathematical Formalism

Based on the biological model summarized above, expressions for the background risk have been derived (30) as a function of attained age (T), and also for the radiation-related cancer risk as a function of age at exposure (T) and time after exposure (T), such that T = T + T.

The age-dependent expected mean number of fully malignant cells per individual per unit time under background (ie, no additional radiation) conditions (A) is (30):

\[ A_{bac}(T) = \frac{a}{b} \left[ (1 + YD[bT]) - 1 + bDX[exp(bT)] \right] \exp[\gamma T], \]  

with the biological interpretation of the parameters a, b, and \( \gamma \) as summarized above. A(T) is an estimate of the cancer incidence hazard function at time t + L, where L is the lag time.

The corresponding approximate risk expression for the radiation-related cancer risk (\( A_{rad} \)) after a brief single low radiation dose (D) has the following form:

\[ A_{rad}(T, T) = \frac{a}{b} \left[ (1 + YD[bT]) - 1 + bDX[exp(bT)] \right] \exp[\gamma T], \]  

Thus, the ERR at a particular age at exposure T and time since exposure T is:

\[ ERR = \frac{A_{rad}(T, T)}{A_{bac}(T)} - 1. \]

On the basis of these equations, estimates of the lifetime background cancer risk (R) and the cancer risk for irradiated individuals (R) are as follows:

\[ R = \int_0^T A_{bac}(T, 0) \, dt + \int_0^T \frac{A_{rad}(T, T) = v}{S(T, L)} \, dt, \]

where S(T, L) is the probability for an individual in the given population to survive until age T. In the equations for both R and R, the first integral refers to the time before exposure, and the second integral refers to the time since exposure. Thus, the excess lifetime risks for radiation-induced cancer can be calculated as R minus B. It should be noted that these cancer risk estimates are not corrected for multiple cancers per person, for an accelerated onset of cancer in radiation-exposed compared with unexposed individuals, or for early death due to radiation-induced cancer. None of these effects are expected to be substantial at the low radiation doses considered here.
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